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cwu
meets
interim
goals
by Lisa Pemberton-Butler
Staff reporter

Central has received a positive
fifth-year interim report from the
Northwest Association of Schools
and Colleges (NWASC).
David E. Gilbert, president of
Eastern Oregon State College,
evaluated Central in October and
prepared the report
·In 1989, an accreditation team
was formed to outlip.e pr9ble}Il areas and set gosils for the university
to work toward during the interim.
"Central Washington University
is a well managed, solid insti~ution
with a quality and well served student body," Gilbert wrote in his
report. "It is quite evident that
substantial progress has been
achieved since the 1989 visitation.
Clearly, the recommendations of
the 1989 NWASC team were on
target and taken seriously by
CWU."
The goals set by the 1989 team
regarded the university's mission
statement, internal communications and faculty's role within the
institution. Many of the issues
addressed had been deficient in the
1989 report. Gilbert wrote the uni- .
versity has made meaningful
progress.
Provost .and Vice President for
Academic Affairs Thomas D.
Moore was very satisfied with the
report. "Actually it turned out better than we thought, it's not just
satisfactory it's a very strong report," Moore said.
Moore said the the faculty's reaction has been generally positive.
"Much of this is the result of the·
faculty working hard, so they are
pleased," he said.
"Without any sense of false pride,
it's also true that the dean and
provost office and others worked
hard to get this institution into a
direction where we can be proud of
our programs, faculty and students."
Although he cannot release any
definite goals for the next interim,
.Moore explained five areas, in general, he would like to see evalu-

See INTERIM/page 3
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Students unharmed by quake
by Dan Engel

in Kyoto University, which is northeast of Kobe.
The students caught in the quake
Aft~r days of waiting, Central
were senior Kristin Torgerson, an
officials received word late last international business major; junweek that students studying in Ja- ior Alex Parle, a psychology mapan were not harmed by the earth- jor; and senior Seesee Chan.
quake that pummeled Kobe, Ja"Kyoto is an area that was afpan.
fected by the quake, but nothing
According to Dr. David Hedrick, . like Kobe," Hedrick said. "It was
director oflnternational Programs, far enough away that it was not
CWU has three students enrolled significantly affected."
News editor

Japanese exchange students at
Central have also experienced
trouble locating family members.
"We have offered them services
through the office to contact their
families," Hedrick said.
These services include the use of.
the fax machines and telephones.
"All of the students have contacted their families, and their immediate families are fine," Hedrick
said. "Initially, the students could

not get a hold of th_eir families but
slowly phone lines have been- restored to the Kobe area."
Kobe is in the Hyogo Prefecture,
which is the sister state of Washington. Sanda City, Ellensburg's
sister city, is also in HyogoPrefecture, and only suffered a significant jolt.
In conjunction with the city of

See KOBE/page 2

Gubernatorial hopeful demands morality
by Ryan Feeney
Staff /reporter

Central got a taste of morality
earlier this week when students
had the chance to meet the person
who could be the next governor of
Washington state.
Ellen-Craswell, who will seek the
Republkarr nomination for gover- ·
nor, gave a non-campaign speech
about her views in the SUB pit on
Monday to ·an assorted audience.
She stressed the sanctity of moral
values and the function of the government.
According to Craswell, a former

See CRASWELL/
page2

In the last two months five people have been caught in the
Garden after hours.
AmyRickert/TheObserver
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Briefly Observed
Disaster training
The American Red Cross office will be offering its first in a series of
disaster training classes. The first class will be Emergency Assistance anq
will be from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Jan. 28 at Morgan Middle School in Room
98. For more info~ation and pre-registration, call the Red Cross at 9255866. The course is free.

Workshop for educators
Robert Malde will be presenting a workshop titled "How to find a Job
in Education, Writing an Effective Cover Letter & Job Interviewing for
Educators." The workshop will be from 3 to 4 p.m. Feb. 14 and 15 in Black
Hall Room 108 and from 3 to 4 p.m. Feb. 16 in Black Hall Room 110. For
more information, call the Career Planning and Placement Center, 963-

English exemption exam
The English department is offering the exemption exam for ENG 101
and ENG 301 from 3 to 5 p.m. on Feb. 8. Detailed information on the
exam is available in the English department office located in the
Language and Literature Building Room 423.

Sweet and hot jazz
The Agony Hall Hot Note Jazz Orchestra will be performing at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in the Central Cafe, located in the SUB. The group features
dance music of the 1920s. Admission is free.

Drunk and disorderly wanna'be
student visits classroom
Sunday, Jan. 22, 9:40 p.m.
Police contacted a resident in
Moore Hall for suspected drug use.
During questioning police confiscated marijuana and drug paraphernalia. Campus police are turning
over the case to the Kittitas County
prosecutor for possession of a controlled substance.
Saturday, Jan. 21, 11:57 p.m.
- A fire alarm pull station was activated in Barto Hall, but when police arrived there was no sign of a
fire. Police are actively pursuing a
suspect.
.
Saturday, Jan. 21, 9:20 p.m.
Three people in Barto Hall were
cited with Minor in Possession after police contacted ,the group due
to a complaint. Two 18-year-old
women and an 18-year-old man
were then released.
Thursday, Jan. 19, 11:13 p.m.
Police responded to a fire alarm
activated in . Shaw-Smyser Hall.
When they arrived, they noticed a
severe steam leak, and called Physical Plant personnel. Because of the
severity of the leak, the problem
was not solved until the next morn-

CAMPUS

COPS
by Dan Engel
ing.
Thursday, Jan. 19
A Student Village resident reported a vehicle prowl in the T-22
lot after he noticed that his car had
been tampered with. The resident's
'88 Nissan Pulsar sustained damages to the driver side door valued
at $1200. There were no signs that
the prowler had entered the car.
Thursday, Jan.19, 4 p.m.
Two maintenance vehicles parkedin the Meisner Hall service drive
were damaged when one backed
into the other;, The damage was

valued at.$400.
Thursday, Jan.19, 11:12 a.m.
Police responded to a report of an
intoxicated man disrupting class
on the second floor of Black Hall.
The man, who is not a student,
entered a classroom and wouldn't
leave. He was later arrested for
disorderly conduct and booked into
the county jail.
Thursd~y, Jan. 19, 8·:30 a.m.
Campus police responded to a fire
alarm in Farrell Hall only to find no
sign of a fire. Physical Plant personnel determined later that the
alarm was due to a system mal- .
function.
Wednesday, Jan. 18, 11:55 a.m.
A20-year-old woman was stopped
bypolic~on 14th and Walnut Street
for failing to yield to pedestrians.
The driver was cited and released.
Tuesday, Jan. 17, 7:30 p.m.
After hearing strange noises near
the rear of his room, a Barto Hall
resident noticed three small holes
the size of a BB or pellet in the rear
window. No suspects were apprehended and total damages to the
window. were valued at $150.

KOBE: Central aids victims -C RASWELL: Welfare aids and abets
lege to drop off supplies," said Ron
From page 1
the destruction of the f atnily
Washington, president of the StuEllensburg, the Office of International Programs has set up an account at West One Bank to aid
quake victims. The "Japanese earthquake disaster fund" will accept
donations for those in Kobe.
''The International Students Association is conducting a clothing
and blanket drive, and is also accepting contributions to that account," Hedrick said.
"On Saturday, I personally drove
over to Edmonds Community Col-

dents Association.
Edmonds Community College has
become the hub for quake relief in
Seattle.
"They (Edmonds Community
College) told me what was needed
and then we started a drive here,"
Washington said.
The International Students Association will continue to collect blanket and clothing donations and forward them to the American Red
Cross.
·

From page 1
Washington state senator, the disintegration of moral values has
caused an erosion of the traditional
way of life in America.
"When I was growing up, we
didn't have to lock our houses; it
was safe to walk down a street in
Seattle," Craswell said. These were
advantages of teaching moral values, she added.
Since moral values have slowly
faded away, we have seen a swelling of gangs and violence, and large
cities have called for martial law,
she said.
Since 1960, the United States has
been No. I among all nations in

crime, divorce, and drug use.
Illiteracy is also much higher.
Since 1963, the productivity rate
has dropped 84 percent, she added.
"I don't believe we have an economic problem in this c.ountry as
much as we have a ~oral problem," Craswell said.
And to solve this problem,
Craswell calls for more religion in
the educational .proces~. Although
all religions differ greatly, sometimes they all agree on moral values, she said.
In addition, Craswe_ll calls for better leadership.
"True leadership is the key," she
said. "I would like to challenge
each of you to ask yourselves: what
is a leader?"

.......,
William R. Meyer, O.D., P.S.
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"A leader knows what is right and
leads in that direction, Not because
everyone is doing it, but because
they know it is right and are able to
step out and lead," she said.
Craswell defended her views,
which are based on f~mily values
and traditional morals, for 16 years
in the Washington State Legislature. She has sought to withdraw
the government from roles traditionally held by the family.
"To me, the government has become too big and too intrusive,"
Craswell said. "For example," she·
added, "welfare aids and abets the
destruction of the family."
"Our laws need to exhibit good
behavior; we need laws to support
the family," she said.
Craswell spent much of her time
opposing tax increases and government spending while on the Senate
Ways and Means Committee. She
also supported parental control of
education during her numerous
years on the House and Senate Education committees.
In 1990-1992, she became the first
woman to preside over the Washington State Senate.

LEVI
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*WE BUY
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1st Pair
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Bouillon set to re-open in June

INTERIM:
Moore sets
hew goals for
the next
interim

by Kristen Hebenstreit
Staff reporter
Asbestos containing materials
(ACM) abatementofBouillonHall
is proceeding as planned.
According to Facilities Management, the hall was shut down in
June 1994, and currently, the asbestos reduction project is about
99 percent complete. .
The remaining area will be abated
by the end of this month, and remodeling is on the agenda for the
upcoming months.
Some walls had to be taken down
throughout the building.
The remaining walls are being
framed downstairs while the upper
floor is being painted.
The project is still within budget
and will be completed in May. The
he asbestos reduction project in Bouillon Hall is 99 percent complete.
facility will be open for occupancy
in June.
· worker on the second floor found Plans and specifications were made identified asbestos problem areas
Though Bouillon Hall has been some crysotile, a form of asbestos to install a new ACM mechanical on campus.
closed since June, actual traces of that can be easily broken and dis- system and to remodel the building
Central has worked on these
asbestos were discovered long be- tributed throughout the air.
for better efficiency.
buildings with abatement crews and
fore the shut-down.
Prezant Associates, abatement
With the asbestos problems in taken care of all the identified ar. In 1980, asbestos was found that specialists, was hired to write a Bouillon, concerns may arise with eas on campus.
had been sprayed onto structural report on theconditionofthe prob- other facilities on campus. "This probably makes CWU's famembers in the ceiling. An encap- lem.
Winfield Hunt, campus architect cilities safer than most buildings,"
sulation process began at that point,
After conduct_ing some ai'r sam- for CWU, states that "Bouillon is Hunt said.
in which spraying adhesive onto pling,' the amount of asbestos was the only building we've ever had
the ceiling kept the asbestos from found to be below action level. exposure concerns with."
falling to the ground.
Occupants were notified and moniAbout three t.o four years ago, an
It wasn't until last year that a toring continued twice a week. Ahera survey was conducted which

From page 1
ated.
• A concern in the assessment of
students. This would include
whether they are getting jobs after
graduation, and how effective each
program is.
• Evaluation of the faculty. He
would like to evaluate their credentials, teachings, scholarship,
and general intellectual contributions they provide to CWU.
• To examine the programming
and budget planning processes.
• Look at whether the university
has the appropriate resources
needed for student living, student
learning and student development.
• To have a reading on the leadership of the administration. This
would include its ability to solve
problems, promote education and
develop programs for students to
participate in.

MONDAY

No confirmation of robberies
by Toan Nguyen
Staff reporter

Though . police have arrested a
man who confessed to multiple
robberies, they have yet to obtain
reports confirming his allegations.
"We are looking for some assistance from the community," said
Steve Rittereiser, chief of Public
Safety and Police Services.
If victims don't report crimes to
authorities, it's hard for police to
follow through with investigations.
The investigations started when
a student was attacked by a male
suspect, who demanded money
from him. The student managed to
escape and reported the crime to
authorities, who later arrested the
suspect.
Though the suspect admitted to
the robbery, as well as three other
incidents, police have yet to obtain
reports validating his claims.
According to Rittereiser, this is
the first time since 1989 that an
attempted robbery has occurred on

campus and been reported. "We
don't receive too many of these
reports. It's the first one that's
happened in a while," Rittereiser
said.
Rittereiser said he believes that
crimes such as this can be minimized by taking safety precautions. Some of these safety tips
inclu.de: walking in pairs and
groups at night, using lighted pathways, and avoiding shortcuts in
unlit areas.
Rittereiser said he also thinks an
individualshouldalwaysbeaware
ofhisorhergeneralsurroundings.
He advises individuals who feel

MADNESS!

lowed and harassed, to notify the
proper authorities as soon as pos·sible. Onandaroundcampus,there
are a number of blue light poles
containing emergency buttons and
speaker phones for this purpose.
Security is still tight with a 24hour patrol on and around campus.
Police ask that anyone who feels.
a crime has been committed against
them or has information about the
attempted robbery call 963-2958.
"We continue to do what we continue to do, patrol to maintain a
safe environment with the best resources we have available,"
Rittereiser said.
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OBSERVANCE
Proposed commercial
legislation needs review

L

egislation that would make it more difficult for universities to have commercial
enterprises on campus in competition with
area businesses was proposed last week and needs
further exploration as to its intent.
Republican Rep. Joyce Mulliken brought the idea to
the Legislature apparently after hearing complaints
from some Ellensburg businesses when CWU students
expressed an interest in a Mexican fast food kiosk in
the Samuelson Union Building.
_
~
But some people may question the reason for a
Mexican franchise in the SUB when choices on campus include the Deli, the Central Cafe, Breeze Thru
Cafe, and many food options in the Plaza, in the
outlying campus community.
About 1,800 students signed petitions in the SUB
voicing their support for the fast-food option.
Western Washington University has several colllplercial franchises on campus for the convenience of its
students. And the outlying businesses don't seem to be
threatened.
CWU was not forced to inform the community of its
intent of seeking a franchise, but did so in good faith.
Some businesses should take heed of this act.

LETTERS
Finding
aid still ·
difficult
To the Editor:
I am writing regarding the article
presented in the Observance titled
"Transfer of tuition control is still
an ill-conceived plan."
It stated that "Students born after
1971 are not eligible for financial
aid unless their parents don't claim
them for the previous two years on
their tax return." i- -would like to
point out that this statement is not
correct.
First of all, you can get financial
aid even if your parents claim you,
but only if they lie below the pov.erty line set by the U.S. Department of Education.
As for being claimed or not
claimed, that no longer makes a
difference as to what kind of financial aid you receive.
All that matters is if you are independent or dependent. If you were
born after 1971 and have no depen-

Sexist
comment
confronted

dents, are not married or an orphan,
then you are considered dependent
whether you are claimed by your
parents or not.
As a student born 25 hours too late
to be independent for next year, I
find these regulations pretty screwy.
My parents have not claimed Irie To the Editor:
for five years. Yet at 23, I am still
dependent in the eyes of financial
So would O' Shaughnessy have
refused the kidney if in fact it came
aid.
Basically, I guess this means we from a woman? (The Observer, Jan.
are not considered adults until 24, 19) What's he to do when and if he
finds out it was? Exchange it?
unless we marry or have kids.
I wondered why Nicole asked such
With tuition rising, and the amount
of financial aid decreasing, I would a question. I questioned some of
urge all students to visit our friendly my fellow Observer students on
and efficient financial aid office to their knowledge of professor
find out what exactly their options O' Shaughnessy and I soon found
are and have the rules explained in my answer. Just a typical response
of a sexist attitude toward women
detail.
Or ask for a policy Gopy (the 1995 . students and still found on the camNASFAA Guide, this explains it pus of Central.
It's time for women to speak up,
all, but remember it is only a guide
to respond to sexist comments and
and not law).
Also, letters to our legislators ex- attitudes, for change wi11 not occur
plaining the difficulty ofreceiving unless the behavior is confronted.
an education unless you win the Thanks Nicole for bringing this issue forward, whether you intended
lottery might not hurt either.
to or not, it's here.
Maggie Soderstrom
student
Donna Andrews
. Maggie@cwu.edu
Ellensburg resident

Campus Voice: Central's history chair discusses jobs and the liberal arts
Beverly
Heckart
Guest
Columnist

"Do What You Love; The Money
Will Follow" is the title of a small
book written about a decade ago by
former Seattle English teacher, Dorothy Bestor.
Addressed primarily to liberal arts
students, the book discusses their
anxieties and states: If they don't
want to teach, it's best they don't
major in such non-professional subjects as history, English, geography, math, or philosophy, to name
a few.

Accounting, business administration, nutrition, and flight technology are all majors that lead more
directly to a job paying good money
after graduation.
So what do I say to people who
claim they love history (or any other
liberal art) but think that it's not
marketable?
First I give them or show them a
chart that hangs in our outer office
that lists all the different occupations and careers in which. history
graduates are already working.
It goes without saying that history and other liberal arts degrees
provide access to law and graduate
schools.
But more immediately, a history
or other liberal arts degree can lead
to jobs in public agencies (local,
regional, national and international)
and in private business.

Our chart also lists journalism,
publishing, public relations, insurance, marketing and advertising,
bankingandahostofotherchoices.
Although none of these fields
seem directly related to history or
to any other liberal art, the skills a
person acquires while studying such
subjects can be transferred into
these seemingly nonrelated careers.
History, English, geography and
other majors sometimes view their
studies too narrowly. In the "real"
world, who wants to know about
the Napoleonic-Wars?
Does knowing how to scan a
Shakespearean sonnet help a company to beat its nearest competitor?
Will the ability to recognize a
moraine sell X Incorporated' s newest widget? No and yes.
Several skills are mentioned re-

peatedly in our chart: write; edit;
research; analyze; plan; exhibit;
evaluate.
All these activities are necessary
for almost any employment university graduates deem worthy of
their degrees.
No matter which liberal art you
love and major in; you, as a student,
should demand exposure to and
practice in the skills on my list.
From time to time, I attend the job
fairs held on Central's campus in
the spring and at other sites around
the state.
When questioned, a variety of employers from retailers to police departments say they want to hire
people who can communicate and
work well with people.
They also desire employees who
can think critically.
All these attributes can be acquired

by dedicating yourself to the liberal art of your choice. So whether or
not you want to teach,. dig in.
Plan those research papers; analyze the material y()u collect; write
and edit your work carefully;
present your submissions logically
and neatly.
Do well in what you love. The
money will follow.

Dr. Beverly Heckart is chairwoman
of the history department at Central. She was invited to write as
part of The Observer's Campus
Voice column. For more information, contact The Observer newsroom at 963-1073. The Opinions
expressed in this article are the
author's only.

T
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OP-ED
Student concur~. with
complaints, generali~ies

Fornter student says._
~upport the community

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

of poverty and crime. I just
thought it was an interesting fact
that reproduction rates are higher
in this environment. Second, I
_ thoroughly agree with Daryl that
there are other forms of birth
control than abortion.
I also did not mean to imply that
the lower class has a higher rate
of abortions. My future writing
endeavors shall be undertaken
with more focus and clarity than
ever.
Thank you for providing a necessary although somewhat humiliating critique for a better
writing career.

CWU is subsidized with money collected from the private sector.
Many of you help support yourselves and the towQ by working at
places such as the before mentioned
businesses. ·
·
Using public money to subsidize a
private franchise WILL result in an
unfair advantage for Taco Bell.
Why are private business people
important? After you leave the sheltered world of your publicly subsidizededucation; provided by THEM
. and their~mployees, you are THEM.
This doesn't apply to you? You are
planning a career in public service;
such as_being a teacher, a pro_fessor
or being in law enforcement.
The money for your salaries will
still come from the thousands of
little businesses and families with
reportable, taxable income and prop. erty.

Reference: Taco Bell or "giving
the students what they want."
Ellensburg is not Bellingham or
Seattle. Giving the students Taco
Bell, or eventually a full service
mall on campus as the CWU president pas publicly stated, WILL impact this small community.
The quality busi·nesses that exist
here depend upon the year around
patronage of university students,
faculty, staff and supporting families.
A Taco Time in the Plaza is presently located only a five minute
walk.from leaving campus to sitdown with your meal.
El Caporal is a refreshing ·walk
from campus with quality atmosphere and generous portions. Casa
· de Blanca is owned by a local
woman and is a short drive from
men ts in education, according to ' they would not support such an campus.
Iris F. Heston
this survey and other recent na- amendment if it meant that educaYour public education here at CWU.alumna
tional polls.
tion or Social Security would be cut.
The Washington Post-ABC
And a New York Times/CBS poll,
News poll, released Jan. 6, found conducted December 6-9, found that
that while eight of I 0 people sur- 59 percent oppose cuts in education,
veyed favor a balanced budget while 22 percent support cuts.
IN KITTITAS - SIX MILES EAST
amendment, two of three said
-U.S. Department of Education

I woqld like to extend my apologies and yet appreci~tion to Mark
Krause and Daryl Moore in re-·
sponse to their letters of concern
two weeks ago.
I did not mean to offend anyone,
nor was I aware of the implications
that might . have arisen from my
article.
In promoting critical thinking
from les&ons learned in class. I
failed to narrow down my focus
enoughandallowedtoomuchspace
"between the lines" for misinterpretation. Mark was right; I was
too vague.
I highly agree that it is the envi- Doreen Levander
ronment that promotes high rates student
----------------------------------.........;........;.;.;.;.;;.;;;;;;;;;;,...

Polls show continued support for education
Two out of three Americans do
not favor cuts to federal education
programs, according to a new
Washington Post-ABC News poll.
At a time when the American
people want smaller, more efficient government, they continue to
show strong support · for invest-

f}IJ/uuqj~. Serve-U

ELP

r--~-·COUPON ---~----,
1

.zlftHt'S introduces...

I

: JENNIFER ROSS
I .
Nail Technician
I Rec~ntly from Seattle, Jennifer

:
I
I

I

has over 9 years experience

I in acrylic and gel nails. Call Jennifer
I
for an appointment today.
I 504 E. 8th
925-2320
L- - ~ - - - - COUPON
I

fFil
II~

$1000 Off Full Set
(first time clients only)
·OR

I -

ss on Fills
00

-

-

-

-

-

-

Planned Parenthood·

-

I
I
I
..I

ITED:

Monday - Friday 9am-1 pm
lpm-6pm
Saturday lpm-lOpm
Call John at 968-3318
Sam-noon

CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE • RELIABLE

•Annual Exams
•Infection Checks
•Norplant
• Morning After Pill

312 North Pine• Ellensburg• 925-7113

Cashier
Position
'
Available

for the
Following Shifts:

of Central Washington

, •Low Cost Birth Control
• Pregnancy Testing
•Male Exams
• Depo Provera

OF CWU

Burge or Shake
- Sale
.Now 99¢ Each

COMPANION
FARES ·
TO THE
SOUTH PACIFIC

Sale ends 1-31-95

TRAVEL APRIL 1 - JULY 31, 1995
CALL FOR DETAILS
LOOKING FOR SPECIALS?
CALL OUR 24 HOUR HOTLINE!
962-TRI P (8747)

..J

~rt'-iTS

!J~s
We Treat You Right

•

brazier.

Dairy Queen• stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon, which benefits local hospitals for children.
AM D.Q. Corp.11991

@ Reg . U.S. Pat Off . AM 0 .Q. Corp
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SCENE
Edward James Olmos motivates in·McConnell
Jen Kandzor
Staff re~orter
Actor Edward James Olmos
will speak at 7:30 p.m. Thursday
in McConnell Auditorium at a
free event.
Olmos is best known for his
roles as Lt. Castillo in the
television series "Miami Vice"
and as the inspirational teacher
Jaime Escalante in the movie
"Stand and Deliver."
Olmos' speech will be titled
"We're all in the same gang."
This motivational talk will focus
on the acceptance of others and

FAST FACTS
WHO:
Edward James Olmos.

WHAT:
Speech on "We're all in the
same gang."

WHERE:
McConnell Auditorium

WHY:
To unite students and the
public into a multi-cultural
world.

WHEN:
7:30 p.m. Thursday Feb. 2.

unity in a multi-cultural world.
Olmos will -also talk about his
past, and what he has gone
through to get where he is today.
He might even add a few acting
antidotes.
Olmos was one of the first
public figures to take to the
streets following the Rodney
King riots, in which he donated
time to aid in the clean up of firebombed neighborhoods.
Olmos has been referred to as
America's most v~sible spokesperson for the Hispanic community. And his humanitarian work

Cruisin' the N e t ! - - - - - - - - - For those of you who enjoy
the intricacies of the Internet,
The Observer presents this
section where we will highlight
a stop on the "highway." Please
feel free to e-mail us your
suggestions or comments:
Observer@cwu.edu
The Observer does not take
responsibility for any content of
the lnternet sites listed, and any
opinions reflect those of the
author.
The Observer reminds
Internauts that connections to

the net made through the CWU .
VAX must be for educational or
research purposes.
Those of you who are interested
in sailing know the America's .
Cup is the most prestigious prize
available in the sport.
Well, the quest for America's
Cup '95 has begun, and you can
find out all about it at America's
Cup Oflline. This site offers
everything from the entire history
of the Cup to current race results
and schedules, as well ·as profiles

on the teams, images of boats
and competition. You can even
find out where to get your
official America's Cup clothing.
the address is as follows
http://www.ac95.org/
-Matt Tabor
iabor@cwu.edu

is approached with the same
dedication and discipline _as his
acting.
Olmos recently performed and
made his.directing debut in
"American Me," a story about the
life of a Hispanic American
family in East Los Angeles.
The presentation is sponsored
by CWU Student Activities,
Residence Living, Residence Hall
Council, DAPPER, Women's
Resource Center, University
Store, Minority Programs,
MEChA, Samuelson Union
Building, and Minority Coalition.

Actor Edward James Olmos

Crossword madness? ·
-January 26, 1995-

Alt.Personals newsgroup.
One student here even got roses
from someone she met on
Alt.Romance last quarter!
-Eric Franklin
franklin@cwu.edu

'Higher Learning' explosive
by Shay McGraw
Staff reporter
In a perfect world, armed
security guards wouldn't flank
the hallways of both rural and
inner-city schools.
Kids would spend their
allowance on clothes and
compact discs, not automatic
weapons. And the color of a
person's skin would mean little
more than the co lo~ of their eyes.
Unfortunately, as a society,
we're a long way from Utopia.
In "Higher Learning," director
John Singleton examines the
incessant issues of racism,
sexism, and ignorance on the
campus of a fictional, yet widely
representative, California
university campus.
At a time in life when young
minds are to be transformed into
· those of doctors, lawyers, and
CEOs, "Higher Learning"
demonstrates that no amount of
formal education can change
those prejudices which have been
learned outside of the classroom.
However, Singleton invites
the viewer to "unlearn" them
through a sobering tale of racial
hatred and senseless violence.
As the movie progresses,
tolerances lower, and a fullblown black versus white race
war ensues on campus.
As different worlds collide at
a peace rally organized by Kristi
Swanson's character, temperatures boil over in the racial
melting pot until it explodes like
a time bomb.

The cast includes Swanson
("Buffy the Vampire Slayer"),
Omar Epps ("Juice"), screen
veteran Laurence Fishburne, and
rapper/actor Ice Cube.
Singleton's portrayal oflce
Cube as an opinionated upperclassman seems accurate, as
Cube expresses many of the same
views and attitudes common of
his music.
He's routinely harassed by
police and feels oppressed by
society-as a black man in a nation
predominantly run by whites.
This proved to be Swanson's

most powerful and dramatic
acting role to date, and was
pulled off convincingly . .
Epps, however, is no stranger
to drama, and shined as a
struggling track star on partial
scholarship.
Fishburne's role as a WestIndian political science professor
of high principles was not similar
to any of his previous work, but a
fitting role nonetheless.
Michael Rappaport also
deserves kudos for his role as a
skinhead bent on hatred and selfdestruction.
Although his character
develops slowly, it turns out to be
the film's explosive centerpiece.

CLUES ACROSS

CLUES DOWN

1. Restrain
3. Wheeze
5. Incite
?.Arranged
9. Security device
10. Playing cards
II.Jimmy
I4. Stage-play
15. Clumsy
17. Interrogate
18. Dirt
19. Way in
20. Stiff
23. Bluish-white metal
25. Couch
27. Punctl!ation mark
28. Labor
29. Plaything
30. Depend

.1 ~
2.
3.
4.

Moderately cold
Yap
Rank
Skim
5. Elderly
6. Journey
7. Instances
8. Trickery
11. Beer
12. Competing
13. Irritated
14. Excavate
16. Attempt
2I. Moron
22. Satire
23. Gusto
24. Dungeon
25. Bitter
26. Askew

Solutions in next week's issue -February 2, 1995
. Crossword from Metro Creative Graphics, Inc. 1994

Search me solutions
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Central actors selected to compete in national theater competition
by Deborah Sullivan
Staff reporter
. Eight students from the theatre
arts department have been
selected to compete in the
American College Theatre
Festival that will be held in
Eugene, Ore., on Feb. 7-8.
. Each student was selected
from a show the actor performed
in 1994 through Central' s theatre
arts department. They were
chosen because of their outstand-

ing talent or a uniqueness about
themselves that allowed them to
stand out.
For the ACTF regional
competition, each participant
must prepare a five minute piece;
consisting of a scene from a play
and a monologue.
The scene must be performed
with a partner of their choice, but
the partner cannot be among the
students competing in the
competition.

finalists will be selected; four
men and four women. On Feb. 8,
the finalists will perform the
same pieces used in the first
round of competition.
After the final competition,
one man and one woman will be
selected to compete in the
National Competition in Washington, D.C.
David Shoup, a senior a.t
CWU and one of the students that
is to compete at the festival , said

"~e

have a good potential of having four
·people in the finals"
-David Shoup, .competitor
The monologue may be a
classical or modern piece, if both
pieces combined exceed five _
minutes, they will be disqualified.
After the first round of
competition on Feb. 7, eight

Central
Open Committees:

# of Students Needed

Assessment Committee
Athletics Committee
Campus Physical Development
Publications and Video
Art Selection
Library Advisory
Graduate Council
Central Cares Volunteer

Community Service learning and volunteer

1
2
2
1

he believes "Central is one of the
best undergraduate colleges in the
northwest."
Shoup said th@t they have a
superior group of people who
will be competing and that "we
have a good potential of having
four people in the finals. "
Among the students selected
are David Shoup, Jason Schiessl,
Kerri VanAuken, Craig Zagurski,
Brandy Black, Sara Hill , Tricia
Thiel, and Lori Johnson.

ASCWU

Activities that provide
Relief and sup}X)rt the needs of the
Environment and
Society
Central CARES promotes students,
faculty, and staff working together with
· local projects and agencies to meet our
community's educational, environmental,
human, and public safety needs.If you
would like to be a volunteer, or learn more
about community service opportunities in
Kittitas County, please call Central
CARES at 963-2415, or.visit our campus
office in Barge Hall Room 202.

1
1
2 (Graduates)
7

Pick up and fill out applications
atASCWU office in SUB 106

-

(Student ·
Government)

ASCWU is seekini 7 motivated individuals to serve on CWU' s
Student Government Meetings:
Community Service Council. The members will work as a team
to develop and enhance campus-based service prosrams. and
*All students are encouraged to
Foster a permanent service ethic at Central Washiniton Univerparticipate with ASCWU
sitv. All interested individuals should fill out an application at
the ASCWU Board of Directors Office in the SUB. Deadline is Feb.
ASCWU BOD 7:00 am

Upcoming Events:
Step Aerobics M-F SUB room
217 Contact Student Activities
963-1691

Learn Country Line Dancing
7:30 pm Monday January 30 &
Monday February 6,
SUB Ballroom
Classic.Film Series presents:

A Tale of Winter
7:00 pm Tuesday January 31,
McConnell Auditorium
Admission is $2.50
Guest Speaker:

Edward James Olmos 7:00 pm
Thursday February 2, McConnell
Auditorium; Admission is free;
banquet afterwards
Women's Pool Tourney
7:00 pm Thursday February 2,
· SUB Gamesroom, Cash Prizes
$5. entry fee

Sky Cries Mary 9:00 pm Friday
February 3, SUB ballroom,
Admission is $9.00
Attention recognized clubs and organizations: This space is available upon
request! Please contact me (Greg at
963-1693 M-F) All suggestions for the
page are welcome too.

~V~.;ffi=9~5=a~t~5~-0~0~p~m~·==~---~----~~~ Tue~~,Jaoo~3l ;
.I I I I Volunteer
Cornerllll

This week's featured service club is....

Allpfrncai ]pfrn]_ Omcegcai

Alpha Phi. is a campus service club
formed on the basic principles of
leadership, friendship, and service.
During the upcoming weeks, they
plan to do activities in the SUB
commemorating Valentine's Day as
well as setting up a day camp for
corrupunity kids. Also, between
January 20-22, they helped to
raise money to help fund the Children's Activity Museum downtown.
Alpha Phi has also been active with the local animal shelter, helping
ownerless dogs find happy homes. The group is also in the process of
helping staff the Children's Theater, will conduct a toy and food drive
on campus, and around Easter they plan to have a Necessity Drive.
Keep up the good work Alpha Phi, your work is._ very much appreciated!! For more information on Alpha Phi Omega please contact club
president Phaedra Hazelfon at 963-8682. If you are interested in other
campus service groups, call the BOD office at 963-1693 !
THANKS!! st:nst:nst:nst:nst:nst:n
ANDY LWANGA- stude~t :gov't

?

---111111!!!!!111111-----------•---•
Question

?•
.

.

of the Week:

,

•

In 1910, Central' s Student Body adopted what colors?
a:Black on Red

b:Black on Gray

c:Crimson on Gray

d:Crimson on Black

The 77th person to call 963-1694
after 3pm with the correct answer
will win a free Frazzini's pizza!!!
Answer to last week!s question: Wellington is the name of our Wildcat

SUB Room 209, Contact
Greg, President 963-1696

. Funds Council
Tuesday, January 31; SUB Room 105,
Contact Skip, Senate Treasurer
963-1680

SUB Union Board 4:00 pm
Tuesday, February 7; SUB
Room 107,Contact Timi ,VP for
Student Life and Facilities
963-1697

Senate of Student Organizations
Wednesday, February 8; SUB Room
206/207, 4:00pm, Contact Brian, VP
for Organizations 963-1700

Washington Student Lobby
Saturday, February 11, in .Olympia,
Contact Shawn, VP for Political
Affairs 963-1698

Become an active
member of your
student body today!
· Give us a call!

Pages
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Local theater undergoes makeover
by Shay McGraw

A third screen, primarily
Staff reporter
featuring art films, is scheduled
If you haven't yet been to ~ee
to open its· doors on Feb. 17.
a movie at the Grand ~entral
Riexinger, a general contracTheater this year, you might not
tor from Upstate New York, has
know that it is currently undergobeen commuting regularly from
ing a complete makeover.
his New York home to
The remodeling project, which Ellenstmrg since he purchased
beg'an in mid-November, gave
Grand Central just over a year .
way to a second screen on Dec.
ago.
21.
"The theater's my baby,"
Owner Keith Riexinger said
Riexinger said. "I like
the remodeling was not only
Ellensburg ... and when I was
necessary for Grand Central to
in town visiting relatives, I
compete with Liberty Theater,
noticed it was for sale while
but "by providing a greater .
looking thr9.ugh the paper.
amount of product, we're also
· That's how it all started," he
able to provide the community
continued.
with more options."
· During the past 12 months,

Riexinger has driven the 6,000mile roundtrip from his hometown of Carandagua, N.Y. to
Ellensburg a total of 13 times.
"It's a long commute, but the
drive' s not that bad," Riexinger
said.
In addition to the new
screens, improvements have also
been made to the theater's
snackbar, as well as many of the
fixtures and decor.
The theater's main screen will
also be equipped with digital
sound before the project is
complete. "The remodeling's
been a lot of hard work, but it's
been fun," manager Chris Colon
said.

Amy Rickert/The Observer

Keith Riexinger and Chris Colon serve a moviegoer popcorn
and a cool drink at the newly remodeled Grand Central
Theater. The remodel added a second screen to the theater.

Super bowl pageantry gains spotlight in surprising fashion
by Steve Harvey
Los Angeles Times
It's Super Bowl Day soon and
you can just feel the suspense
building, right? All over the
world, viewers will tune in to
ABC to see whether an incredible
feat can be pulled off by one

d

individual, facing overwhelming
odds.
Historically, the Super Bowl
games themselves have often
proved forgettable because of
lopsided scores. But the games'
pageants - being live and
therefore unpredictable - have

~~~;ltt1:f1t.;.:: . . . . ~
.. ' +. . . A, • es 11\"\ d 'fL.~d '•"",~ts.
.. · ~

\\e"tttn 1• N.nr~
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.'Mi

gained the spotlight in surprising
fashion.
Here with our pre-pregame
extravaganza. We couldn't find a
sponsor to attach its name to it:
• Worst End Zone Seats: Two
rockets, fired from outside
Tampa Stadium during Super
Bowl XVIII' s halftime show,
veered off course and landed in
the stands, slightly injuring one
spectator ( 1984).
• Most Shameless
Propagandizing: Before Super
Bowl IV, held during the height
of the Vietnam War, the New
Christy Minstrels were
introduced as "young Americans
-who demonstrate - with guitars"
(1970).

Cumputer- Ce.ntr-al

• Worst Pregame Imagery:
NBC' s Bob Trumpy said that if
Buffalo used a man-to-man
defense against Dallas in
XXVIII, "It's Dr. Kevorkian for
Buffalo" (1994).
• Nerviest Request of TV
Viewers: Apple took out
pregame newspaper ads asking
viewers not to go the bathroom .in
the fourth quarter; Apple didn't
want anyone to miss the
computer company's expensive
new commercial (1985).
• Most Unusual Coin Toss:
Astronaut Roberta Bondar,
aboard the Space Shuttle
Discovery, held the coin as she
flipped herself in cartwheels
during the pregame show for

Kea'•
·
r::ff~zi·
·
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-BARTLES & JAMES
WINE COOLERS
4 pk I $3.89
-HAMMS CASE
$7.99
-·GATORADE SQUEEZE BOTTLE
20 oz.
.99¢
-dJ'TRADEWINDS ICED TEA .

22 oz.

.

. .

-ESPRESSO DOUBLE GRANDE
WEEKLY SPECIAL

412 N. MAIN

1013 E. lOth

Grand Central
Theater
Starts Friday

iOUSEGUEST
. . . . . . . . . . . . llCllllD_C

OIW'llll"'1m'Sa..

$1.09
$1 ·75

962-2490

Serving our vaffe!J since 1984.

XXVI. She released the coin,
which floated away, never
landing, heads or tails. The game
went on anyway. (1992).
• Best Cosmic Analysis: During
Super Bowl XXV, which
coincided with the Persian Gulf
war, ABC cut away to Saudi
Arabia, where newsman Judd
Rose observed: "It's hard to take
Giants and Bills too seriously
when your life depends on
Patriots and Jets" ( 1991 ).
• Heaviest Chorus Line:
ABC's blimp gave viewers a shot
of cement mixer trucks arranged
in a formation so that they spelled
out XXII (22) on a construction
site near San Diego's Jack
Murphy Stadium (1988).

925~7915

Grand Central·
962-1993

NEED EXTRA$?
Come on down to the GAMESROOM
and enter the Pool Tournaments!

1st Prize $45.
~nd

$30.

3rd $15.
That means you too, women!.
WOMEN'S TOURNAMENT
Thursday, Feb. 2nd, 7pm

MEN'S TOURNAMENT
Thursday, Feb. 9th, 7pm
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SPORTS
'Cats defeat Vikings 65-64
by Brian Iverson
Sports assistant
The question was not who was
. going to get the ball. The question
was not what was that person going
to do with it. The question was can
anybody on the defense do anything to stop him.
With Western Washington nursing a lead of a single point, and .
wishing that the last 13 seconds on
the clock would just disappear, everyone in Nicholson Pavilion knew
that the 'Cats' Ryan Pepper was
going to take the last shot.
The stands erupted as Pepper took
the inbound pass, zig-zagged
through defenders and laid the ball
in with eight seconds left in regulation to win the gaine 65-64.
The raucous celebration continued as Pepper helped force Viking
Tim Caviezel out of bounds on the
far end of the court to tie up the
Wildcats' third victory in a row.
Pepper scored 31 points, including·Central 's last eight, as he hit 12 ·
of 19 shots from the field.
The 'Cats still needed more than
Pepper's hot shooting to down

wwu.
The Wildcat defense had to overcome a visibly obvious size advantage in favor of the Vikings.
All five Western starters are 6-4
or taller, while Central had just one
starter that tall.
As a result, the Vikings dominated the boards with 37 rebounds
to CWU's 16.
No Wildcat had more than two
rebounds.
"We know we're going to get beat
in the post but we've just got to play
thr<'ugh that and pester the perimeter," head coach Gil Coleman
said.
That is exactly what the 'Cats did,
collecting 13 steals, many off young
Viking point guards Dan Legard
and Scott Sonntag.
These steals were converted into
20 points for Central. The Vikings
could only muster a single steal
against the Wildcats.
Central led through much of the
second half after enjoying a 37-33
lead at halftime. But Legard put the
Vikings ahead 60-59 on a 3-pointer
with 2:35 to play.
The 'Cats and WWU traded a pair
of buckets with Western sinking
the go ahead bucket with eight seconds left to play.
Rather than call a time out, Cen-

Senior guard Ryan Pepper fights for position under the hoop.
tral passed long to Pepper who cut
past defenders as he broke to the
hoop, scoring with eight seconds
left.
WWU's Caviezel tried to answer.

He took the inbound pass and
dribbled under the Viking basket,
and was trapped by Pepper on the
baseline.
Caviezel' s momentum carried him

Bob Brock/The Observer

out of bounds, ending Western's
hopes of victory.
David Rockwood and Marc
Callero tied for most assists with
five.

Leon Johnson blocked three shots
on defense.
The 'Cats went 7-18 in 3-point
shots with Pepper going 2-5 and
Eric Harper going 2-2.

New wrestling coach enjoys early success thanks to talented wrestlers
by Jason Koontz
Staff reporter

New wrestling head coach Nick
Dougherty never thought his first
year as coach would go this
smoothly.
"This team has great depth and
talent, a lot of talent," Dougherty
said. "I think they'll make a run for
the title."
This year is Dougherty's first head
coaching job at the co11ege level.

He believes the Wildcats are very
strong competitors this year.
The Wildcats strength is their
depth, and with new rules coming
into play this year at the national
tournament.
Central can enter two v.:restlers at
two different weight classes, giving them an even better chance at a
title.
Ten wrestlers in all can come
from a school, and Dougherty expects to have 12 to 15 of his wrestlers qualify.

The decision about who will go
and who will stay is a difficult one.
"We'll have to take a look and see
what will be best for the team at
nationals," Dougherty said.
Dougherty attributes his early success to his talented wrestlers and to
his assistant coach Eric Idler.
Idler was an assistant under Greg
Olsen, and was offered the head
coaching job after Olsen left, but
turned it down to spend more time
with his family.
Dougherty, originally slated to

be an assistant, was given the opportunity to be head coach.
"Coach Idler and I compliment
each other nicely, and we're great
friends," Dougherty said. "He has
made my transition easy."
Dougherty graduated from Selah
High School in 1982, then attended
Central before attending Alaska
Pacific University and Western
Montana University.
He received his ,teaching certificate in biology and physical education, but has little time to teach due

to his coaching schedule.
Dougherty's only source of frustration in the program is the seeming Jack of public support and the
minimal press coverage.
"You get a bigger write up at the
high school level," Dougherty said.
His concern doesn't lie in himself but wtth his wrestlers.
"I hate to see them work their
butts off and get no credit." he said.
Central's next meet is tonight in
Nicholson Pavilion against Simon
Fraser.
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Chandler resigns to
take football coaching
position at Utah State

Schick

by Brad Lathrom

~

30N3
~ BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
Featuring
*Men's and Women's Divisions
*NBA Licensed Prizes
*Exciting Regional Championships

r
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FREE Schick® Razors Featuring one-Push Cleaning
Clean Razor.
Clean Shave.
TM

S2·

SllUm!R.

Official Apparel of
Schick Super Hoops

February 4th lOA.M. NICHOLSON PAVILION
Cost: $5.00 per team Last day to register is Feb. 3
Sign up at Univers.i ty Recreation SUB 212
For more information call 963-3512

ARE WEJIUST HIGH•TECH ·
MONKEY MIEA.T~
Gibbon

Staff reporter
Charles Chandler, Central' s track
and field coac·h for five years, resigned Wednesday after accepting
an assistant football coaching position at Utah State University.
In addition to coaching track,
Chandler, 32, was also the wide
receiver coach for Centra]'s football team for the past eight years,
and was the senior coach for the
football staff.
He will be the running back coach
at Utah State under new head coach
John L. Smith, who came to Utah
from the University of Idaho.
Chandler, who graduated from
Central in 1988 and had lived in
Ellensburg for 10 years, found it
difficult to leave.
"It was a very tough decision to
leave Central after being there so
many years," Chandler said. "It's
hard to leave all your friends because I've grown such a bond with
the people at Central, but it's a
good career move as a footba11
coach."
The Wildcats football team has
been left with a huge hole to fill in
their footba11 and track coaching
·staff.
"I hate to lose him because he was
a great coach and a great person,"
said head football coach Jeff
Zenisek. "It's like one of the cornerstones leaving the comer. of the

·ouaranteed
lowest
Prices
Vic Firth
· Sticks
$599

Oranguton

'i<t.~~\
··.. ;} .
~ ....\'.

\\° ·'\

bui1ding hanging."
Another previolls-Central coach
will also be on the USU staff. Artie
Holmes, who coached at Central
two years ago and at Idaho last
year, will be the defensive back's
coach at USU.
It was Holmes' recommendation
to Smith that gave Chandler this
opportunity.
In track, Chandler coached
Central's men to top-20 national
NAIA finishes in 1990, 1991 and
1992. Last season, both the Central
men and women placed second at
the NAIA District I meet.
"The women had a great season
and their best finish ever in district," Chandler said. "Expect them
to do even better this season since
very few people left off last year's
team."
Kevin Adkisson will replace
Chandlerasthetrackandfieldcoach
· effective immediately, said Athletic Director Gary Frederick.
But the football vacancy has yet
to be filled. Zenisek said he would
like to have the position filled by
April 1.
Adkisson graduated from
Willamette University in 1991 and
receivedhismaster'sdegreeatCentral in 1993.
He competed twice_in the NAIA
national cross country meet and
was an All-American scholar ath1ete during his junior season.

(509) 925-9349
306 N. Main

Guitar
String
2 for I

~INDIR . CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
DI. MYRON LINDER
DI. SANDY LINDER

Common

Anc:61Dr

Gorilla

' - - - - - - - - - Old-World

Monkeys

Is that all we are?
Do you know?
What do you hope is true?
What do you hope is false?
YOU ARE INVITED to join Salt Co. each Sunday for a class on

EVOLUTION & CREATION
You'll learn the difference between manuscripts and myths, modem education and
ancient civilization (you may not know the difference). "Hey, what about that big boat
and big flood story? Is it real or fable?" This and hundreds more issues await you.
What do you know? What do you warit to kn~w?
By June you will know what is true and what is true lies ...
Taught by a world travelled inventor, scientist
(40 years experience) and·an expert in the field.

Every Sunday through June 8 @ CMA Church, Rms. #14-16 - 9:45 a.m.

1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close to campus

Mundy•s Family

Shoes

%OFF
Original
. Price

Final Markdown on ·
Selected Mens.. Womens.. £Children's Shoes

Closeout on all Sorels
Mundy's Family Shoes
Downtown Ellensburg
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Hoopsters improve, but drop to 0-2 in league
by Julie Holland
Staff reporter
Low shooting percentages continue to plague the Central women's
basketball team as it lost on the
road Friday to Lewis-Clark State,
77-55.
The Wildcats shot only 34 percent
from the field in the first half, converting on 13 of38 attempted shots.
"The major problem was lack of
patience with the offense," said
head coach Nancy Katzer. "We
were taking the early shot, instead
· of waiting for the best shot."
Their shooting improved slightly
in the second half, but it wasn't
enough to overcome the Warriors,
who shot 49 percent from the field.
Freshmal) center Molly Mickle
said the 'Cats were disappointed by
their performance.
"We beat ourselves mentally. We
tried too bar~. It was just one of
those off nights," Mickle said.
In other areas, Central and LewisClark State were pretty evenly
matched. The Wildcats fought hard
in the paint, grabbing 41 rebounds

in the game. The Warriors barely
edged them out, pulling down 45
boards.
Katzer had expect€d the 'Cats to
lead in rebounding.
"I thought we matched up real
well," she said. "In the second half
we just came out cold and couldn't
pull ourselves out of it."
. Smart passing helped Central to
cut down nn the amount of turnovers surrendered. The 'Cats turned
the ball over only four more times
.than the Warriors, an improvement
from some of Central' s previous
games.
Mickle was the high scorer for
the Wildcats with 12 points, I 0
rebounds and two blocked shots.
She is the conference leader in
blocks, averaging 2.9 per game,
and also ranks-second in rebounding, with a 9.7 average.
. Junior forward Crystal Davis
added 11 points, including two
three-pointers. Defensively she
hustled for two steals arid two rebounds.
"She worked really hard for us,"
Katzer said. "We can always count

CLASSIFIEDS

Tour Guide Supervisor
Starts at $12.33/hour
Room & Board provided during tour operation
This part-time intenninent position is responsible for on-site management ofSeanl~
City Light's Skagit Hydroelectric Project Tours. This position supervises a staff of7
temporary Tour Guides, directs tours, keeps ticket sales & payroll accounts, oversees
facilities upkeep, provides reports & statistics, orders supplies, resolves conflicts,
performs related duties, & has lead responsibility for customer service. Applicants
must have at least one year experience as a teacher, instructor, demonstrator or tour
guide experience leading or supervising young adults. The Tour Guide Supervisor
must be available to work intermittent hours in Seattle from date of hire and to work
full-time in Diablo, WA, from mid-June thru Labor Day & weekends thru 10/8/95.
Applications due 2/10/95. For application materials & information contact:
SEATILE CITY LIGHT
Personnel Services
1015 Third Ave., 1111/SOOG.
. Seattle, WA 98104-1198
(206) 233-2181 (24-hour job line)

For the valley's best high,

Tour Guides
$9.48/hour

SKYnl¥~KIMA

Room & Board provided during tour se<;t.SOn

7 exciting &rewardingfull-time summerjobs conducting public tours ofthe
Skagit Hydroelectric Project in the North Cascades. Applicants-must have
min 2 yrs exp involving leadership, sales, and/or public speaking. Exp w/
group living, the handicapped and/or elderly; foreign language is desirable.
Guides are req'd to live on-site S_days/wk. Valid WSDL, First Aid card &
CPR certification must be obtained before starting work. Appl due: 2124195.
For application materials & info contact:

~masters
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Jump $150

Ca~~-ig~?ount

Leonard Kunz

Tandem Jumps
Available

Owner/Operator

SEATILE CITY LIGJIT
:Personnel Services
1015 Third Ave., 1111/5000
Seattle, WA 98104 - 1198
(206) 233- 2181 (24-hour job line)

. ,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.
·NOW ON SALE AT

YOURSUPERBOWL_.IJili~

Share the Gift of Life With Others.
by Becoming a Plasma Donor
and Earn Cash at the Same Time.
• -Fully Automated Procedure•
Can make
up to $140
first month

REGULAR OR LIGHT .

- BUDWEISER 24 CANS $9.99
- PEPSI CUBES . 24 CANS $5.35

:-;2- cWU sTUDiNTs - $211

- 1 LB. PEANUTS
$1.19
- BABY PEELED CARROTS

$1. 59/

I
I

21bs.

- RED DELICIOUS APPLES
expires 2/1/95

8TH & CHESTNUT

.49¢/lb
925-2467

..A...A...A...A...A...A...A...A...A.

NEW DONOR BONUS

We will pay you a $2.00 extra bonus
with this coupon on your first donation.

I
I

..
----·
---..
THERAP~llRh«
I

~

EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at
· home. Send SASE to P.O. Box
10075 Olathe, KS. 66051
STUDENTS NEEDED on campusMake $500.00 + per week: Positions
limited. Call 1-800-344-n43
ext.6093
ALAS.KA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- Students needed! Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3,000 - $6,000+ per
month. Room and Board! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)545-4155
ext.A60932
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6.Billion in private -sector
grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible.
Let us help. For more info. call: 1800-263-6495 ext. -F60931
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING! Earn up to $2,000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World Travel. Seasonal
& full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C60932
SUMMER CAMP J'OBS for men and
women. Hidden Valley Camp
interviewing on February 15. Make
appointment and get further
information at the Student Employment Office.

PARTY HEADQUARTERS!
_. COORS 12PK/12oz
$5.99

PEPSI. DIET PEPSI, MTN. DEW, DR. PEPPER

on Crystal to bring intensity to the
floor."
Katzer was also happy with the
efforts of freshman forward Natalie
Hutcheson, who came off the bench
to score nine points and contribute
four assists.
Outstanding play from two Warriors led Lewis-Clark State against
Central. The 'Cats couldn't stop
junior Darlene Nyhoff, who had a
game high of 20 points and eight
rebounds. Freshman Rosie· Albert,
added 18 points and 13 rebounds
for the Warriors.
Behind by seven points at the half,
the Wildcats struggled to close the
gap.
"We were frustrated," Mickle
said: "They played very good pressure defense."
Lewis-Clark State out-scored
Central 41-26 in the second period
to clinch the win.
The loss brings Central's record
to 0-2 in conference play, but the
'Cats still have til!le . to re-group
and do well in league play. "We
were just glad that it happened early
in the season," Mickle said.

$2

Not vahd with any other offer

$2

1

457-7878

26 South 2nd Street • Yakima, Washington

LEVI'S 501 's, buy I sell. 1st pair
$12.00 (mention ad). Anchor In
Time, 310 North Main.
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? We're
an active couple who'd love to give
your special baby a happy home.
Our wish is to provide education,
loving relatives and the precious gift
of family fun and laughter. Let's talk.
Call Lynne, Collect 206-842-6658
FAST FUNDRAISING- Raise $500.
in 5 days - Greeks, groups, clubs, _
motivated individuals. Fast, easy no financial obligation. 1-800-n53851 ext.33
ROSSIGNOL FP 190 cm skis, Kerna
poles, $100. Raichle size 5 ladies
boots, $25. 963-1266 days,
1-509-945-1872 evenings

--------:"' B~~~O:
I
I

I

I

Get a 10 piece order of wings
for only $3.99 with any pizza
purchase.

I
I

Coupon not valid with any other_ ofter.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at part1c1paung
stores only. Prices may vary . Customer pays sates tax
where applicable. Our d_
rivers carry less than $20 .00
Cash value 112011: . ©1994 Domino's Pizza , tnc .

._ __ _

I
I

I
I

expires 2/28/95
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Offer valid wi1h coupon only. Valid a1 participating
s1ores only. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax
where applicable. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. . , •
Cash value 1/20¢. «:>1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc. [.::.

... ________
...
=-®•

I
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I
I

I
I
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I

•
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I
I

s12.99

Large 3-Topping Pizza & 4
FREE Cokes

ea11

expires 2/28/95
Co•poo
001 · nlld wllh '"Y olh" off"·
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at part1c1patm9

.

I

._ ________ ...®.
•
stores only. Prices may vary. Customer pays sates tax
.
where applicable. Our drivers carry_tes.s than $20.00. . , •
Cash value. 1/20;. IC>1994 Domino s Pizza, tnc. [.::. • .

•

Right now pick up the phone, buy
any pizza, and get an order of
NEW Buffalo Wings for $3.99

CARRYOUT
OR
FREE
DELIVERY

Hours:
I lam - lam Sun - Thurs
I lam - 2 am Fri, Sat
OPEN FOR LUNCH
Call Us!
925-6941

®

.---------

Comer of 8th & Anderson

#----~----,
WILDCAT
·

I
I
I
I
I
I

SPECIAL
$7.99
l medium 2-topping pizza plus
your choice of a Garden Fresh
Salad or Domino's Twisty Bread
expires 2/28/95

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

II®.'
I._ ________ ...
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Offer valid with coupon.only. Vali.d at participatin.g
•
stores only. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax
where applicable. Our dnvers carry less than $20.00. . ,
.
Cash value 1/20e. ©1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc. [.::. : .

•

~

#- - - ---- -,
LARGE

I

·

SPECIAL
Sl0.99
Choice of thin & Crispy,
Hand Tossed, or Deep Dish.
'Large 2-Topping
expires 2/28/95

1a1

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

'

Good only between 8-9 pm
NO Double Portions
Not valid with Dominator
expires 2/28/95

·

Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at participating
stores only. Prices may vary. Customer pays sates tax
where applicable. Our drivers carry_ less than $20.00.
Cash value 1/20¢. 1!:>1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

• .

where applicable. Our drivers carry fess than $20.00. . ,
'
Cash value 1/20e. 101994 Domino's Pizza, Inc. [.::. : . ®

. . For about adollar aday,·
both will give you tqe power you need to
· ·· survive this semester.
Only $33.00 a month.*

One java, piping hot, no sugar and hold the moo juice.

Macintosh Perfonna' 636CD
BMB RAM/250MB hard drive, CD-ROM drive, 14" rotor monitor,
kf!J1board, mouse and all the software you're likely to need.

With the Apple Computer Lo~m and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you ·can take advantage of
already great student pricing on aMacN-for about $33 per month" with no payments for 90 days'.
Students who qualify can take home any Macintosh" personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or
other peripherals with no has.sle and no complicated forms. Let's face it, the holidays aren't exactly

conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can still buy the computer
you want and not worry about payments until long after the decorations are down. The
Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution
1 •'that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your bese

PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS
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HAPPY HOUR
8-9PM
ANY PIZZA, ANYSIZE
S9.99

Appie .

.

For more information contact

Nils Tonsmann at the University Store

963-1335
'Deferred Apple Computer Loan offer expires February 17, 1995. No payment ofinterest or principal uill be requiredfor 90 days. (Some resellers may require a deposit to hold merchandise while loan is being approved) Interest accruing during this 90-day period will be added to
principal, and the principal amount, as so increased, will thereafter bear interest which will be included in the repayment schedule.
·
'Monthly payment is an estimate based on a purchase price of $1,93152, which includes 85% sales tax, for the Macintosh Performa 636CD system shown above. Including loan fees, the total loan amount is $2,044.00, which results in a monthly payment obligation of $3350. The monthly
payment above was calculated using an estimate ofsales tax in qan Francisco. If th~ applir:able sales tax is 8.75% (Chicago) or 7.0% (Philadelphia), the monthly payment would be $3358 or $33.04, respedively. Computer system prices, loan amounts and sales taxes may vary. ,See your
authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representative for current system prices, loan and ta.r amounts. Loans are for a minimum of $1,000 to a ma.ximum of $10,000. You may take out more than one loan, but the total ofall loans cannot exceed $10,000 annually. A55% loan origination fee
will be added trrtbe requested loan amount. The interest raie is variable, based on the commercial paper rate plus 5.35%. For the month ofNovember, 1994, the interest rate was 10.85% and the Annual Perrentage Rate was 12.44%. 8-year loan term with no prepayment penalty. The monthly
paJment and the annual percentage rate shoun assumes the 90-day deferment ofprincipal and interest described above and no other deferment ofprincipal or interest. Students may defer principal payments up to 4years, or until graduation. Deferment will change your monthly
payments. The Apple Computer Loan is subjed to credft approval. Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offers available only to qualifying students, faculty and staff. Offers available only from Apple or an authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representative. © 1994 Apple
Computer, Inc. All rights reserved Apple, the Apple logo, Jfacintosh, Perfonna and "The power to be your _best" are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. Mac is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.
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